<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AREA COVERED</th>
<th>SERVICES INCLUDED</th>
<th>GROUP OR ORGANIZATION</th>
<th>WEB ADDRESS / EMAIL ADDRESS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SIERRA LEONE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Bo District | Violence Hotline 900  
Local Police Hotline 088-981-092 | Family Support Unit  
Bo District Police  
088-981-092 Advice |                             |
|             | In 2011 as many as 259 Family  
Support Officers of the Sierra Leone  
Police trained across the country  
on the newly developed sexual and  
gender based violence manual.  
People may come to our Family  
Support Units at the Police Station  
to make a complaint and a report.  
This prompts police investigation  
and home visits to the victim/survivor.  
The Family support personnel will  
investigate and refer cases for  
prosecution, make follow up visits or  
monitor cases in court. The Police  
and Family Support Units of Sierra  
Leone have recently launched a  
massive awareness of sexual and  
gender based violence campaign  
in the community, in the press on  
radio and television. |                             |                             |
| Daru District | Violence Hotline 900  
Local Police Hotline 088-975-658 | Family Support Unit  
Daru District Police  
088-975-658 Advice |                             |
|             | In 2011 as many as 259 Family  
Support Officers of the Sierra Leone  
Police trained across the country  
on the newly developed sexual and  
gender based violence manual.  
People may come to our Family  
Support Units at the Police Station  
to make a complaint and a report.  
This prompts police investigation  
and home visits to the victim/survivor.  
The Family support personnel will  
investigate and refer cases for  
prosecution, make follow up visits or  
monitor cases in court. The Police  
and Family Support Units of Sierra  
Leone have recently launched a  
massive awareness of sexual and  
gender based violence campaign  
in the community, in the press on  
radio and television. |                             |                             |
| Freetown    | Advice Line 232-30-508-460  
Or 232-22-224-994  
Current Evangelism Ministries Outreach  
Sierra Leone is a faith based  
consortium of aprox 500 churches,  
232-30-508-460 Advice Line | Current Evangelism Ministries  
PMB 882  
Siaka Stevens Street  
Freetown | cemsl@yahoo.co.uk  
cemwomenwa@yahoo.co.uk |
grass roots agencies and Christian inspired groups. We are committed to the enhancement of gender rights and equality and the advancement of women. We run a Women's Network for Peace project, advocacy and outreach education and training of women boys and men on HIV/AIDS and malaria and we are currently running a Women at Risk program for women who have been raped, women amputees, war widows and battered women where support can be found.

Freetown  Advice Line 232-76-744-245  Alliance for Women's Development Sierra Leone Freetown 232-76-744-245 Advice

We are a non-political, non-religious and non-profit organization aimed at promoting peace and equality, understanding and respect for everyone regardless of age, gender or sexuality. Our strength is in our people, we combine people’s experiences with the expertise of our staff to offer solutions. Collaborating with a network of like-minded institutions we promote the rights of people especially of women girls and children and those with disabilities. We work in the areas of gender based violence to support victims and also work to minimize the teenage and child sex industry.


We are a Pan African, non-governmental organisation working in 33 countries to empower women and girls through gender responsive education. We work hand in hand with communities, schools, civil society, non-governmental organisations and ministries to achieve gender equity and equality. We run a weekly radio programme on girls education and have recently launched five branches of the Sierra Leone chapter. We run programmes to rehabilitate girls who have been raped or traumatized by war. Workshops to train more people to work as support staff and counseling and guidance programmes for those who may need more help.


Receiving the UN Human Rights Award in 2003 MARWOPNET focuses on issues such as human
rights and the socioeconomic empowerment of women in Sierra Leone. This Chapter has been funded to work on the “16 Day of Activism” campaign against Gender Based Violence.

Kabala District  Violence Hotline 900  
Local Police Hotline 088-975-663  
In 2011 as many as 259 Family Support Officers of the Sierra Leone Police trained across the country on the newly developed sexual and gender based violence manual. People may come to our Family Support Units at the Police Station to make a complaint and a report. This prompts police investigation and home visits to the victim/survivor. The Family support personnel will investigate and refer cases for prosecution, make follow up visits or monitor cases in court. The Police and Family Support Units of Sierra Leone have recently launched a massive awareness of sexual and gender based violence campaign in the community, in the press on radio and television.

Kailahun District  Violence Hotline 900  
Local Police Hotline 088-957-659  
In 2011 as many as 259 Family Support Officers of the Sierra Leone Police trained across the country on the newly developed sexual and gender based violence manual. People may come to our Family Support Units at the Police Station to make a complaint and a report. This prompts police investigation and home visits to the victim/survivor. The Family support personnel will investigate and refer cases for prosecution, make follow up visits or monitor cases in court. The Police and Family Support Units of Sierra Leone have recently launched a massive awareness of sexual and gender based violence campaign in the community, in the press on radio and television.

Kamakwie District  Violence Hotline 900  
Local Police Hotline 088-975-671  
In 2011 as many as 259 Family Support Officers of the Sierra Leone Police trained across the country on the newly developed sexual and gender based violence manual.
People may come to our Family Support Units at the Police Station to make a complaint and a report. This prompts police investigation and home visits to the victim/survivor. The Family support personnel will investigate and refer cases for prosecution, make follow up visits or monitor cases in court. The Police and Family Support Units of Sierra Leone have recently launched a massive awareness of sexual and gender based violence campaign in the community, in the press on radio and television.

Kambia District

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Violence Hotline 900</th>
<th>Family Support Unit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Local Police Hotline 088-975-661</td>
<td>Kambia District Police 088-975-661 Advice</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In 2011 as many as 259 Family Support Officers of the Sierra Leone Police trained across the country on the newly developed sexual and gender based violence manual.

Since the war in Sierra Leone many families have been killed or have been separated. This has led to children being left to feed for themselves, having no place to live and no food to eat. The Ben Hirsh Centre was established and since opening more than 300 children have passed through the home. Some families have been traced and reunited with their children while other children have been fostered by members of the community.

Ben Hirsh Child Care Centre
12 soko-upper Street
Kenema

Kenema

Kenema District

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Violence Hotline 900</th>
<th>Family Support Unit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Local Police Hotline 088-215-330</td>
<td>Kenema District Police 088-215-330 Advice</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In 2011 as many as 259 Family Support Officers of the Sierra Leone Police trained across the country on the newly developed sexual and gender based violence manual.
People may come to our Family Support Units at the Police Station to make a complaint and a report. This prompts police investigation and home visits to the victim/survivor. The Family support personnel will investigate and refer cases for prosecution, make follow up visits or monitor cases in court. The Police and Family Support Units of Sierra Leone have recently launched a massive awareness of sexual and gender based violence campaign in the community, in the press on radio and television.

**Lunsar District**  
**Violence Hotline 900**  
**Local Police Hotline 088-975-668**  
In 2011 as many as 259 Family Support Officers of the Sierra Leone Police trained across the country on the newly developed sexual and gender based violence manual. People may come to our Family Support Units at the Police Station to make a complaint and a report. This prompts police investigation and home visits to the victim/survivor. The Family support personnel will investigate and refer cases for prosecution, make follow up visits or monitor cases in court. The Police and Family Support Units of Sierra Leone have recently launched a massive awareness of sexual and gender based violence campaign in the community, in the press on radio and television.

**Mabguraka District**  
**Violence Hotline 900**  
**Local Police Hotline 088-975-664**  
In 2011 as many as 259 Family Support Officers of the Sierra Leone Police trained across the country on the newly developed sexual and gender based violence manual. People may come to our Family Support Units at the Police Station to make a complaint and a report. This prompts police investigation and home visits to the victim/survivor. The Family support personnel will investigate and refer cases for prosecution, make follow up visits or monitor cases in court. The Police and Family Support Units of Sierra Leone have recently launched a massive awareness of sexual and gender based violence campaign in the community, in the press on radio and television.
Malema District  
**Violence Hotline 900**  
**Local Police Hotline 088-981-096**  
In 2011 as many as 259 Family Support Officers of the Sierra Leone Police trained across the country on the newly developed sexual and gender based violence manual. People may come to our Family Support Units at the Police Station to make a complaint and a report. This prompts police investigation and home visits to the victim/survivor. The Family support personnel will investigate and refer cases for prosecution, make follow up visits or monitor cases in court. The Police and Family Support Units of Sierra Leone have recently launched a massive awareness of sexual and gender based violence campaign in the community, in the press on radio and television.

Masiaka District  
**Violence Hotline 900**  
**Local Police Hotline 088-975-667**  
In 2011 as many as 259 Family Support Officers of the Sierra Leone Police trained across the country on the newly developed sexual and gender based violence manual. People may come to our Family Support Units at the Police Station to make a complaint and a report. This prompts police investigation and home visits to the victim/survivor. The Family support personnel will investigate and refer cases for prosecution, make follow up visits or monitor cases in court. The Police and Family Support Units of Sierra Leone have recently launched a massive awareness of sexual and gender based violence campaign in the community, in the press on radio and television.

Mattru District  
**Violence Hotline 900**  
**Local Police Hotline 088-981-093**  
In 2011 as many as 259 Family Support Officers of the Sierra Leone Police trained across the country on the newly developed sexual and gender based violence manual. People may come to our Family Support Units at the Police Station to make a complaint and a report. This prompts police investigation and home visits to the victim/survivor.
The Family support personnel will investigate and refer cases for prosecution, make follow up visits or monitor cases in court. The Police and Family Support Units of Sierra Leone have recently launched a massive awareness of sexual and gender based violence campaign in the community, in the press on radio and television.

Mongoh District  
**Violence Hotline 900**  
**Local Police Hotline 088-975-672**  
In 2011 as many as 259 Family Support Officers of the Sierra Leone Police trained across the country on the newly developed sexual and gender based violence manual. People may come to our Family Support Units at the Police Station to make a complaint and a report. This prompts police investigation and home visits to the victim/survivor. The Family support personnel will investigate and refer cases for prosecution, make follow up visits or monitor cases in court. The Police and Family Support Units of Sierra Leone have recently launched a massive awareness of sexual and gender based violence campaign in the community, in the press on radio and television.

Motema District  
**Violence Hotline 900**  
**Local Police Hotline 088-215-328**  
In 2011 as many as 259 Family Support Officers of the Sierra Leone Police trained across the country on the newly developed sexual and gender based violence manual. People may come to our Family Support Units at the Police Station to make a complaint and a report. This prompts police investigation and home visits to the victim/survivor. The Family support personnel will investigate and refer cases for prosecution, make follow up visits or monitor cases in court. The Police and Family Support Units of Sierra Leone have recently launched a massive awareness of sexual and gender based violence campaign in the community, in the press on radio and television.

Moyamba District  
**Violence Hotline 900**  
**Local Police Hotline 088-981-094**  
In 2011 as many as 259 Family Support Officers of the Sierra Leone Police trained across the country on the newly developed sexual and gender based violence manual. People may come to our Family Support Units at the Police Station to make a complaint and a report. This prompts police investigation and home visits to the victim/survivor. The Family support personnel will investigate and refer cases for prosecution, make follow up visits or monitor cases in court. The Police and Family Support Units of Sierra Leone have recently launched a massive awareness of sexual and gender based violence campaign in the community, in the press on radio and television.
Support Officers of the Sierra Leone Police trained across the country on the newly developed sexual and gender based violence manual. People may come to our Family Support Units at the Police Station to make a complaint and a report. This prompts police investigation and home visits to the victim/survivor. The Family support personnel will investigate and refer cases for prosecution, make follow up visits or monitor cases in court. The Police and Family Support Units of Sierra Leone have recently launched a massive awareness of sexual and gender based violence campaign in the community, in the press on radio and television.

**Port Loko District**

**Violence Hotline 900**

**Local Police Hotline 088-975-662**

In 2011 as many as 259 Family Support Officers of the Sierra Leone Police trained across the country on the newly developed sexual and gender based violence manual. People may come to our Family Support Units at the Police Station to make a complaint and a report. This prompts police investigation and home visits to the victim/survivor. The Family support personnel will investigate and refer cases for prosecution, make follow up visits or monitor cases in court. The Police and Family Support Units of Sierra Leone have recently launched a massive awareness of sexual and gender based violence campaign in the community, in the press on radio and television.

**Pujehun District**

**Violence Hotline 900**

**Local Police Hotline 088-981-095**

In 2011 as many as 259 Family Support Officers of the Sierra Leone Police trained across the country on the newly developed sexual and gender based violence manual. People may come to our Family Support Units at the Police Station to make a complaint and a report. This prompts police investigation and home visits to the victim/survivor. The Family support personnel will investigate and refer cases for prosecution, make follow up visits or monitor cases in court. The Police and Family Support Units of Sierra Leone have recently launched a massive awareness of sexual and gender based violence campaign in the community, in the press on radio and television.
Leone have recently launched a massive awareness of sexual and gender based violence campaign in the community, in the press on radio and television.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>District</th>
<th>Violence Hotline 900</th>
<th>Local Police Hotline</th>
<th>Family Support Unit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rutile District</td>
<td>088-981-097</td>
<td>Rutile District Police 088-981-097 Advice</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tankoro District</td>
<td>088-215-456</td>
<td>Tankoro District Police 088-215-456 Advice</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tongo District</td>
<td>088-514-598</td>
<td>Tongo District Police 088-514-598 Advice</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In 2011 as many as 259 Family Support Officers of the Sierra Leone Police trained across the country on the newly developed sexual and gender based violence manual. People may come to our Family Support Units at the Police Station to make a complaint and a report. This prompts police investigation and home visits to the victim/survivor. The Family support personnel will investigate and refer cases for prosecution, make follow up visits or monitor cases in court. The Police and Family Support Units of Sierra Leone have recently launched a massive awareness of sexual and gender based violence campaign in the community, in the press on radio and television.
Support Units at the Police Station to make a complaint and a report. This prompts police investigation and home visits to the victim/survivor. The Family support personnel will investigate and refer cases for prosecution, make follow up visits or monitor cases in court. The Police and Family Support Units of Sierra Leone have recently launched a massive awareness of sexual and gender based violence campaign in the community, in the press on radio and television.